Effect of interface conditions on the behaviour of a Freeman hip endoprosthesis.
The femoral element of a total hip replacement is a composite structure of two, or perhaps three, components--the endoprosthesis, the bone and, where present, the cement. The interfacial conditions are such that complete structural continuity does not necessarily obtain. That this is so has often been suspected due to the observed loosening which can occur in vivo. In modelling the system, typically for finite element analysis, it has usually been considered to be monolithic, such that tensile and shear stresses could be transmitted across the interfaces as well as the normal compressive stress. Here the femoral component of a Freeman hip replacement is considered, implanted without bone cement, and analyses are carried out under monolithic, i.e. fully bonded, and non-bonded assumptions. Simultaneously the effect of retaining the neck of the femur, one of the features of using this particular prosthesis, is also examined.